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Abstract. We show interreducibility under (Turing) reductions of low
polynomial degree between three families of problems parametrised by
classes of formal languages: the problem of reachability in a directed
graph constrained by a formal language, the problem of deciding whether
or not the intersection of a language of some class with a regular language
is empty, and the model checking problem for Propositional Dynamic
Logic over some class of formal languages. This allows several decidability
and complexity results to be transferred, mainly from the area of formal
languages to the areas of modal logics and formal language constrained
reachability.

1 Introduction

This paper investigates three families of decision problems from the domains of
formal language theory, digraph reachability, and model checking. Each family
is parametrised by a class L of formal languages which can be any class but we
are mainly concerned with known and natural classes like the regular, context-
free, context-sensitive languages, and also some equally natural but lesser known
classes. We will always assume that there is a finite representation of any member
of that class, for instance a finite-state automaton for a regular language or
a context-free grammar for a context-free language, etc. The three families of
problems are the following.

i) REG-Intersection for L: determine for a given language L ∈ L and a regular
language R, whether or not L ∩R is empty.

ii) L-Reachability: decide for a given directed graph with edge labels and node
predicates whether or not there is a path from a designated source node to a
designated target area s.t. the path is described by a given language L ∈ L.

iii) Model checking PDL[L]: decide for a given state of a Kripke structure and
a given formula of Propositional Dynamic Logic over L whether or not the
state satisfies the formula.
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These problems have been considered each on its own so far, and the state of
the art in knowing about decidability and complexity of these problems is the
following.

(i) Closure under intersection with a regular language and decidability of the
emptiness problem are two of the most important features usually investigated
with any class of formal languages. Note that a class that is closed under in-
tersections with regular languages and has a decidable emptiness problem also
has a decidable REG-intersection problem. The converse need not necessarily
be the case but to the best of our knowledge there is no natural class which
would witness this. It can safely be said that the REG-intersection problem is
well-understood in the domain of formal languages.

(ii) Digraph reachability is of course one of the most fundamental problems in
computer science and related disciplines. The use of constraints restricting the
paths under which certain vertices should be reachable has been outlined for
multi-modal path planning for instance [5]. Complexity and decidability issues
have been investigated with respect to a class of formal languages used to con-
strain the paths. It has been found that using context-free languages as opposed
to no languages or regular ones increases the complexity from NLOGSPACE to
PTIME, and using context-sensitive languages, this problem becomes unde-
cidable [5]. To the best of our knowledge, the space between context-free and
context-sensitive languages has not been looked at from the perspective of for-
mal language constrained reachability problems.

(iii) Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) has been introduced by Fischer and
Ladner [8] as a modal logic for reasoning about programs. Various applications
of PDL have been identified, for instance in program verification because of its
similarity to the branching-time temporal logic CTL and its apparent relation to
Hoare logic; in knowledge representation and artificial intelligence because the
test-free fragment for example turns out to equal the description logic ALCreg

[10], because it can be used to reason about knowledge [6] or about actions [25],
etc. While much attention is being paid to its satisfiability problem, its model
checking problem also has applications. It mainly occurs in automatic program
verification, and certain inference problems in description logics for example
can be reduced to model checking problems and then be tackled using database
technology [3].

The original PDL is in fact PDL over regular programs—here written as
PDL[REG]—since the programs which are interpreted as binary relations on
program states, are built from atomic ones using the constructors union, com-
position and iteration. Such programs are denoted syntactically using regular
expressions, and it is imminent that other formalisms for describing formal lan-
guages can be used instead, too.

Variants of PDL over richer classes of formal languages have been studied
with a focus on their satisfiability problems [12,13,14,11]. This is undecidable for
PDL[CFL] – PDL over context-free languages – already [12]. On the other hand,
model checking for PDL[CFL] is PTIME-complete [18] as it is for PDL[REG]
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[8], and larger classes as parameters have not been considered yet under this
aspect.

In this paper we show that these problems are (Turing-)interreducible to each
other in polynomial time: one reduction is a genuine Turing reduction of quadratic
time, the others are many-one reductions of linear time. The constructions are
simple, and so are their proofs of correctness. However, these simple construc-
tions pave the way for a number of new decidability and complexity results on
formal language constrained reachability analysis as well as on model checking
extensions of Propositional Dynamic Logic. As a consequence, the gap between
decidability and undecidability in terms of the class of formal languages used as
the parameter has been narrowed down significantly: with the results obtained
here we now know that it lies between a large subclass of CSL known as the
multi-stack visibly pushdown languages (MVPL) and CSL itself.

The paper is organised as follows. Sect. 2 introduces the three problems for-
mally. Sect. 3 motivates the study of the interconnection between these three
problems and their respective areas by presenting exemplary applications of
these problems. It gives a brief insight into the fact that these three problems,
despite being very much related as decision problems, have been studied inde-
pendently in different domains. Sect. 4 proves the interreducibility. New decid-
ability and complexity results about model checking and reachability problems
are derived in Sect. 5 from corresponding language-theoretic problems using this
interreducibility. Finally, Sect. 6 provides a summary of the complexity and de-
cidability results known in these areas.

2 Preliminaries

Classes of formal languages and their representations. LetΣ be a finite alphabet.
As usual, a formal language is a L ⊆ Σ∗, and a class of formal languages is a L ⊆
2Σ∗

. We do not want to advertise nor restrict the use of a particular specification
formalism for formal languages like automata, grammars, algebraic expressions,
systems of equations, etc. We therefore identify a class L of formal languages
with a class of its acceptors and restrict our attention to classes which can be
represented by such acceptors. This means that we can assume a size measure
||L|| which is a finite value for any L, even though it may contain infinitely
many words. For instance, for L = REG this may be the size of a smallest
nondeterministic finite automaton recognising L.

We make another very reasonable assumption on each L: given an L ∈ L, its
alphabet must be computable in time O(||L||).1 We write Σ(L) to denote the
alphabet that is underlying L.

The REG-intersection problem for classes of formal languages. Remember that
the non-emptiness problem for a class L of languages is the following: given a
1 This is true of virtually all known specification formalisms for formal languages and

only precludes strange acceptors like encrypted strings representing automata, etc.
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suitably represented L ∈ L, decide whether or not L �= ∅. Furthermore, a class
L is closed under intersections with regular languages if for every L ∈ L and
every regular language R we have L∩R ∈ L. These are combined into a decision
problem which is of particular interest here. We assume familiarity with the
theory of regular languages. Note that L(A) denotes the language recognised by
the automaton A.

Definition 1. The problem of non-emptiness of intersection with a regular lan-
guage – REG-intersection problem for short – for L is the following: given a
suitably represented L ∈ L and a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) A
over Σ, decide whether or not L ∩ L(A) �= ∅.

Clearly, if a class of languages is closed under intersections with regular languages
and has a decidable non-emptiness problem, then its REG-intersection problem
is decidable, too. The converse may not be true in general.2 Furthermore, if a
class of languages is closed under intersections with regular languages but has
an undecidable non-emptiness problem (like CSL for instance) then its REG-
intersection problem is necessarily also undecidable.

Kripke structures, labeled digraphs, and words. Let Σ be a finite set of symbols
and P be a countably infinite set of propositional constants. A Kripke structure
is a triple T = (S,−→, �), where S is a set of states, −→ ⊆ S×Σ×S is a transition
relation and � : S → 2P labels each state with a set of propositions that are true
in that state. We write s a−→ t instead of (s, a, t) ∈ −→. We will restrict ourselves
to finite Kripke structures, i.e. those for which |S| is finite.

The accessibility relation −→ is inductively extended to words overΣ as follows.

s ε−→ t iff s = t

s aw−−→ t iff ∃u ∈ S with s a−→u and u w−−→ t

An edge-labeled directed graph is a Kripke structure T as above such that �(s) = ∅
for all s ∈ S. In the following, when we speak of a graph it is implicitly to be
understood as an edge-labeled directed graph. We will denote such a structure
like a Kripke structure but leaving out the labeling function, i.e. as T = (S,−→).

The L-reachability problem for a class of formal languages L.

Definition 2. Let L be a class of languages over Σ. The L-reachability problem
is the following: given a graph T = (S,−→), a state s ∈ S, a set of target states
T ⊆ S and a suitably represented L ∈ L, decide whether or not there is a w ∈ L
and a t ∈ T s.t. s w−−→ t.

We also say that T is L-reachable from s in T if these form a positive instance
of the L-reachability problem.
2 However, we are unaware of any (necessarily strange) class of languages that wit-

nesses the failure of the converse direction. It also does not matter for our purposes
here.
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Propositional Dynamic Logic over a class of formal languages. Formulas of
Propositional Dynamic Logic (with tests) over a class L of formal languages
over some finite alphabet Σ — PDL[L] — are defined recursively as the least
set Form satisfying the following.

(i) P ⊆ Form
(ii) If ϕ ∈ Form and ψ ∈ Form then ¬ϕ ∈ Form and ϕ ∨ ψ ∈ Form.
(iii) If L is a language over the alphabet Σ ∪ {ψ? | ψ ∈ Form} s.t. |Σ(L)| < ∞

and ϕ ∈ Form then 〈L〉ϕ ∈ Form.

We use the usual abbreviations: tt := q∨¬q for some q ∈ P , ff := ¬tt, ϕ∧ψ :=
¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ), ϕ → ψ := ¬ϕ ∨ ψ, [L]ϕ := ¬〈L〉¬ϕ. We define |ϕ| as the number
of different subformulas of ϕ plus the sum over all ||L|| s.t. 〈L〉ψ is a subformula
of ϕ for some ψ.

Suppose L is a language over Σ ∪ {ψ? | ψ ∈ Φ} for some finite Φ ⊂ Form. We
then write Tests(L) for this set Φ. By the assumption made above about L being
represented reasonably, we can also assume that Tests(L) can be computed in
time O(||L||).

Formulas of PDL[L] are interpreted in states s of Σ-labeled Kripke structures
T = (S,−→, �) as follows.

T , s |= q iff q ∈ �(s)
T , s |= ¬ϕ iff T , s �|= ϕ

T , s |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff T , s |= ϕ or T , s |= ψ

T , s |= 〈L〉ϕ iff there are w ∈ L and t ∈ S s.t. s w−−→′ t and T , t |= ϕ where
−→′ := −→∪{(u, ψ?, u) | u ∈ S, ψ ∈ Tests(L), and T , u |= ψ}

Definition 3. The model checking problem for PDL[L] is the following: given a
Kripke structure T = (S,−→, �), a state s ∈ S and a formula ϕ ∈ PDL[L], decide
whether or not T , s |= ϕ holds.

3 Applications

We will briefly give some examples of the use of the three problems introduced
in the previous section showing that each of them has attracted interest inde-
pendent of the others.

Verification of Programs with Stack Inspection. In order to detect access viola-
tions in safety critical routines, inspection of the call stack may become necessary,
e.g. in case of nested calls, where the initial call came from a method without
the required permission. This has been implemented for instance in the runtime
access control mechanism of JDK 1.2. In [22], such programs are modeled as the
set of possible sequences of the call stack w.r.t. the program flow, called traces.
The set of possible traces Ltr is an indexed language. The class IL of indexed
languages [1] forms a subclass of the context-sensitive languages which properly
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includes the context-free languages and possesses some nice closure properties
and decidability results.

One considers a regular language Lsafe representing the set of safe traces. The
verification itself is then performed by checking Ltr ⊆ Lsafe, i.e. Ltr ∩ Lsafe = ∅.
and therefore is an instance of the REG-intersection problem for IL. Note that
REG is closed under complement.

CFL- and REG-Reachability. The REG-reachability problem is at the core of
several applications in network routing and intermodal route planning for in-
stance [5]. It is known that the reachability problem in directed graphs when
constrained with a regular language is not more difficult than the plain di-
graph reachability problem, i.e. NLOGSPACE-complete. However, it becomes
PTIME-complete when the constraints are formed by context-free languages [5].
Such reachability problems, in particular for context-free languages have impor-
tant applications in static analysis [26]. CFL-reachability for instance is used
in type-based polymorphic flow analysis [7], field-sensitive points-to analysis or
interprocedural dataflow analysis [27].

It is worth investigating decidability and complexity issues for classes beyond
CFL which may allow more refined program analyses. Only little is known in this
area so far, namely it is known that CSL-reachability is undecidable [5] which is
very easily seen to be the case.

Model Checking PDL[CFL] in Abstract Interpretation. Consider the following
system of mutually recursive functions where “+” denotes nondeterministic
choice, “;” denotes sequential composition, and “term” denotes an anonymous
terminating function.

f0 := f2; f3 + f2; f1
f1 := f3; f1 + f2; f3 + f1; f3
f2 := f1; f2 + f2; f3 + term
f3 := f1; f1 + term

The function f0 is the entry point of the system. Suppose we were interested
in detecting whether on all possible system executions the call of f3 is preceded
by a successful return of f1 (security check). Note that the stack behaviour,
i.e. the sequences of function calls and returns is non-regular in general (for
a non-fixed number of functions). We state the property we wish to verify as
the regular expression Lsafe = Σ∗c1Σ

∗r1Σ
∗c3Σ

∗, where a call of function fi
is indicated by ci, a return by ri respectively. It is possible to use abstract
interpretation and overapproximate the system of recursive function into a one-
state transition system with looping transitions for all elements in Σ. In order
to restrict this overapproximation to non-spurious runs one can consider the
context-free grammar

F0 → c0F2F3r0 | c0F2F1r0
F1 → c1F3F1r1 | c1F2F3r1 | c1F1F3r1
F2 → c2F1F2r2 | c2F2F3r2 | c2r2
F3 → c3F1F1r3 | c3r3
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which is straight-forwardly derived from the recursive functions. Safety of the
system is then established by checking the PDL[CFL] property ϕsafe = ¬〈L(G)∩
Lsafe〉tt. It is easy to see that the only state s does not satisfy ϕsafe: F0 ⇒
c0F2F1r0 ⇒3 c0c2c2r2c3r3r2F1r0. Every derivation continuing from this point
will end in a violation of Lsafe, because every derivation from F1 will be prefixed
by c1.

4 The Connection between the Three Problems

We first show that the three problems defined in Sect. 2 are interreducible onto
each other. This is done as follows.

L− reachability
O(n)

��

O(n)

��

model checking PDL[L]
O(n2)��

REG-intersection for L

O(n)

��

A single line from X to Y denotes a many-one reduction from X into Y transfer-
ing lower bounds along the arrow and upper bounds in the opposite direction. A
double line denotes a Turing reduction transferring only an upper bound down
the arrow but not a lower bound up the arrow.

We will begin with the forth and back between L-reachability and model
checking PDL[L] (Lemmas 1 and 2), and then show the linear-time equivalence
of L-reachability and REG-intersection for L (Lemmas 3 and 4). Note that a
circular series of reductions would not save any effort since the reduction from
REG-intersection to model checking is very easily obtained as the composition
of the two arrows via reachability. Moreover, a reduction from model checking to
REG-intersection would also only be a Turing reduction, and it is not conceptu-
ally simpler than the composition of the two respective arrows via reachability.

4.1 Forth and Back between Graphs and Formulas

Lemma 1. Let L be a class of languages. The L-reachability problem reduces in
linear time to the model checking problem for PDL[L].

Proof. Let T = (S,−→) be a graph, s ∈ S and T ⊆ S. Now take a proposition qT
and let P := {qT }. Define T ′ = (S,−→, �′) s.t. for all u ∈ S: qT ∈ �′(u) iff u ∈ T .
It is not hard to see that, for any L ∈ L, there is a w ∈ L and a t ∈ T with
s w−−→ t iff T ′, s |= 〈L〉qT . Furthermore, both T ′ and 〈L〉qT can be constructed in
time O(|T | + ||L||).

The converse direction is not necessarily true. There does not seem to be a
generic many-to-one reduction from the model checking problem for PDL[L] to
a single instance of the L-reachability problem. However, a Turing reduction is
possible. The following algorithm solves the model checking problem for PDL[L]
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given a procedure Reach which takes as arguments a graph T , an L-language,
and a set U of target states and returns the set of all states which have an
L-successor in U in this graph.

MC-PDL(T , ϕ) =
let (S,−→, �) = T in
case ϕ of

q : {s ∈ S | q ∈ �(s)}
¬ψ : S \ MC-PDL(T , ψ)
ψ1 ∨ ψ2 : MC-PDL(T , ψ1) ∪ MC-PDL(T , ψ2)
〈L〉ψ : let −→′ = −→ ∪ {(u, ψ?, u) | ψ ∈ Tests(L),

u ∈ MC-PDL(T ,ψ) }
in Reach((S,−→′ ), L, MC-PDL(T ,ψ))

Lemma 2. Let L be a class of languages. The model checking problem for
PDL[L] Turing-reduces to the L-reachability problem in quadratic time.

Proof. It is not hard to see that algorithm MC-PDL can be made to run in time
O(|T | · |ϕ|) when regarding Reach as an orcale. Using a dynamic programming
approach one can restrict the numbers of recursive calls to one per subformula
or test occurring in the input formula. Also, set operations and updates of the
labeling function can be made to run in time O(|T |). By assumption, Tests(L)
can be computed in time O(||L||) for every L occurring in ϕ.

Correctness of MC-PDL is straight-forward to show by induction on ϕ: for all
states s of T we have: s ∈ MC-PDL(T ,ϕ) iff T , s |= ϕ.

4.2 Forth and Back between Graphs and Formal Languages

Lemmas 1 and 2 provide a connection between L-reachability and model check-
ing PDL[L]. This allows to transfer lower complexity bounds from the graph-
theoretic side to the logical side, and upper complexity bounds vice-versa. We
will provide a further link from the formal-language side, allowing to transfer
complexity results from that side — which are usually easier to achieve than for
the more specialised graph-theoretic or logical problems. This can also be viewed
as the aim to find a sufficient and necessary condition on the class L of languages
that guarantees the model checking problem for PDL[L] to be decidable.

Lemma 3. Let L be a class of languages. The REG-intersection problem for L
reduces in linear time to the L-reachability problem.

Proof. Let A be an NFA (Q,Σ, δ, qinit, F ) and L ∈ L. Define a graph TA :=
(Q,−→) with s

a−→ t iff t ∈ δ(s, a) for any s, t ∈ Q. Now note that L ∩ L(A) �= ∅
iff there is a f ∈ F s.t. q0

w−−→ f for some w ∈ L iff F is L-reachable from q0 in
TA. Clearly, |TA| + ||L|| = O(|A| + ||L||).

Lemma 4. Let L be a class of languages. The L-reachability problem reduces in
linear time to the REG-intersection problem for L.
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Proof. Let T = (S,−→) be a graph, s ∈ S, T ⊆ S, and L ∈ L. Define an NFA
AT ,s,T := (S, Σ, δ, s, T ) s.t. for all t ∈ S and all a ∈ Σ: δ(t, a) := {u | t a−→u}.
Now there is a w ∈ L and a t ∈ T with s w−−→ t iff there is a path in T from s to
some t ∈ T s.t. the transition labels along that path form the word w. This is
the case iff w ∈ L(AT ,s,T ) ∩ L. Hence, there is such a w iff L ∩ L(AT ,s,T ) �= ∅.
Clearly, |AT ,s,T | + ||L|| = O(|T | + ||L||).

Theorem 1. The model checking problem for PDL[L] is equivalent under
quadratic-time Turing reductions to the REG-intersection problem for L.

Proof. Immediately from Lemmas 1–4.

5 New Decidability and Complexity Results on
Model Checking and Formal Language Constrained
Reachability

Thm. 1 allows many known results from the theory of formal languages to
be transfered to the model checking theory of PDL[L]. For example, regular
languages are closed under intersections and have a decidable non-emptiness
problem. Hence, their REG-intersection problem is decidable, too. In fact, it
is decidable in linear time which then yields quadratic-time decidability of the
model checking problem for PDL[REG]. This has of course been known for a
while [8].3

It is also known that CFL is closed under intersections with regular languages
and has a non-emptiness problem that is decidable in polynomial time. Hence,
Thm. 1 reproves that model checking for PDL[CFL] is also P-complete [18].

Note that a Turing reduction, i.e. an algorithm using an oracle an arbitrary
number of times, is only needed in the embedding of the model checking problem
into the REG-intersection problem. The other direction is realised as an ordi-
nary reduction. Hence, complexity-theoretic hardness results can be transferred
in this direction, too. For example, the class CSL of context-sensitive languages
is closed under intersections with regular languages but its non-emptiness prob-
lem is undecidable. Hence, its REG-intersection problem is undecidable, too.
The same holds for the classes ACFL of alternating context-free languages [21]
and CL of conjunctive languages generated by conjunctive grammars [23,17].
Both extend the class of context-free languages by introducing conjunctions into
context-free grammars. It then also holds for their extension boolean grammars
which gives rise to boolean languages BL [24].

Corollary 1. Let L ∈ {CSL,ACFL,CL,BL}. Then the model checking prob-
lems for PDL[L] as well as the L-reachability problem are undecidable.

3 Note that PDL[REG] is often said to be model checkable in linear time. However,
standard algorithms are only linear in the formula and in the structure but not in
both.
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Note that the non-emptiness problem for context-sensitive languages is r.e. be-
cause the word problem is decidable. However, since the reduction in Lemma 2
is only a Turing-reduction, recursive enumerability does not extend to the model
checking problem. This would also contradict undecidability because model check-
ing problems for logics like PDL are closed under complement. Thus, if it was
r.e. it would also be co-r.e. and therefore decidable.

The limits of decidability lie somewhere between the context-free and the
context-sensitive ones. One class of languages that is known to contain CFL and
be contained in CSL itself is the class IL of indexed languages [1]. It is known that
indexed languages are closed under intersections with regular languages (with
polynomial blow-ups only) and that their non-emptiness problem is EXPTIME-
complete [1,28]. Hence, so is their REG-intersection problem. Applying Thm. 1
again yields positive results for model checking and graph reachability.

Corollary 2. The model checking problem for PDL[IL] and the IL-reachability
problem are EXPTIME-complete.

There are other classes which contain CFL, have a decidable non-emptiness
problem and are closed under intersections with regular languages. For exam-
ple, there are mildly context-sensitive formalisms like the class LIL of linear
indexed languages [9,30]. Again, they are closed under intersections with regular
languages and their non-emptiness problem is decidable — even in polynomial
time. Since the blow-up in the construction of intersecting a linear-indexed gram-
mar with a regular language is polynomial, their REG-intersection problem is
PTIME-complete as well. Thm. 1 then transfers the upper bound to the cor-
responding model checking as well as graph reachability problem. A matching
lower bound follows trivially from the model checking problem for PDL[REG]
or PDL[CFL] for instance. In [30] it is shown that linear indexed grammars are
equivalent under polynomial-time reductions to several other at first glance dif-
ferent formalisms, namely head grammars, combinatory categorical grammars
and tree adjoining grammars. We denote by HL, CCL and TAL the language
classes generated by those formalisms respectively.

Corollary 3. Let L ∈ {LIL,HL,CCL,TAL}. Then the model checking problem
for PDL[L] and the L-reachability problem are PTIME-complete.

Finally, another class of context-sensitive languages with nice algorithmic prop-
erties has recently been discovered: MVPL is the class of languages recognised by
multi-stack visibly pushdown languages [29]. Since it is closed under intersections
in general and subsumes REG it is closed under intersections with regular lan-
guages in particular. Furthermore, its emptiness problem is decidable in double
exponential time. A lower bound is currently not known. Thm. 1 then transfers
this upper bound to the model checking problem of PDL[MVPL].

Corollary 4. The model checking problem for PDL[MVPL] and MVPL-reach-
ability are decidable in 2EXPTIME.
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language class L REG-inters. for L L-reachability mod. check. PDL[L]

ACFL, CL, BL, CSL undec. [16] undec. [5] undec. (here)

MVPL 2EXPTIME [29] 2EXPTIME (here)

IL EXPTIME-c [1],[28] EXPTIME-c (here)

LIL, HL, CCL, TAL PTIME-c [9],↓ PTIME-c (here)

DCFL, CFL PTIME-c [4],↓ PTIME-c [5],↓ PTIME-c [18],↓
SML, SSML, VPL PTIME-c ↑,↓

REG NLOGSPACE-c [15] PTIME-c [8], folkl.

Fig. 1. Decidability and complexity results for REG-intersection, reachability and
model checking

6 Summary

Fig. 1 summarises the decidability and complexity results about the REG-
intersection problem for class L, the L-reachability problem, and the model
checking problem for PDL[L] with regards to some of the most popular classes
L between REG and CSL. For a complexity class C we write C-c to denote com-
pleteness for this class under the usual reductions. The table contains references
to the location where the results have been shown first. In case of completeness,
if two references are given then the first one concerns the upper, the second one
the lower bound. An arrow down states that the lower bound follows from the
line below, an arrow up states that the upper bound follows from the line above.
All the results of the two rightmost columns — apart from PTIME-hardness in
the case of L = REG — can be derived from Thm. 1 and the REG-intersection
column. The complexities in the last row of L = REG do not coincide as op-
posed to the other rows because NLOGSPACE is presumably not closed under
quadratic-time reductions.
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